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Across 

1.  This is the nursery rhyme that is used to help 
Ken find the landing strip when he test flies his 
plane blind. (five words) 
5.  Roscoe Karns also plays the part of Blooey in 
this 1933 Cary Grant movie. (two words) 
9.  Sheila Mason lands her plane at _________ Field, 
New York. 
12.  To pilot one's airplane in exhibition stunts in 
an unscheduled course especially in rural districts 
14.  Ken writes articles for magazines and thinks 
that they are being published but the checks he 
receives really come from ______ . 
15.  Sheila attempts a dangerous flight from ______ 
to New York to establish a new world record. 
16.  The studio that produced Wings in the Dark 
17.  Ken Gordon's company is called the Gordon 
__________ Company. 
19.  "Tell me about everything around us, I want to 
see it with your ____ ." 
20.  The first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic 
(two words) 
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Down 

2.    Radio broadcaster Graham _______ appears as  
       himself in this film. He was the radio's most  
       recognized national personality in its first  
       commercial decade. 
3.    Wings in the Dark is the only Cary Grant movie  
       that James _____ directed. 
4.    Sheila Mason saves Ken Gordon from  
       _______________ at the end of the film by  
       smashing her plane into his as they are about  
       to land. (two words) 
6.    The part of _______ Blandings was also played  
       by Myrna Loy in the 1948 movie Mr. Blandings  
       builds His Dream House. 
7.    This breed of dog was chosen as a seeing eye  
       dog for Ken. (two words) 
8.    Ken is blinded in a _____________. (two words) 
10.  To take possession of (something bought)  
       from a buyer in default of the payment of  
       installments due, this happened to Ken's  
       plane. 
11.  Ken's seeing eye dog's name 
13.  A woman who is an aviator is called an  
       ________ . 
18.  Myrna Loy also plays the part of Judge  
       Margaret ______ in the 1947 movie, The  
       Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer. 


